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Overview of webinar

● What is behavioral economics
● Commonly applied behavioral principles
● The work of the SBST
● Examples from the field
● Insights on designing effective interventions
● Questions and Discussion



Behavioral Decision Research

● Blend of multiple fields
○ (Behavioral) economics
○ Cognitive Psychology
○ Social Psychology

● Judgment and Decision Making

● Behavioral Decision Research



Contributions of BDR and Behavioral Economics

● Challenging assumptions of traditional economics
○ Rational
○ Self-interested
○ Consistent

● Difference between “normative” and “descriptive” 
theories of behavior



Understanding human behavior

● Rational agent model (normative)
○ Well-informed
○ Stable preferences
○ Controlled and calculating

● Behavioral model (descriptive)
○ Mediocre judgment
○ Malleable preferences
○ Impulsive

■ but behavior is often predictable!



A key observation:
Individuals are “irrational” but often 
extremely predictable!





Behavioral Research: Some Themes

● Loss aversion
● Framing

○ Mental accounting, anchoring
● Power of defaults
● Cognitive priming

○ Social identity, self-affirmation
● Channel factors matter!



Loss aversion





Framing



Mental accounting

● Imagine that you go buy a winter jacket that costs 
$10 ($60). The clerk informs you that a store 
twenty minutes away sells the same jacket for $5 
less. Would you go to the other store to buy the 
jacket?





Power of Defaults





Self affirmation



Low income populations and social stigma

● �The poor as a stigmatized group

○ Stigma associated with welfare 

○ Class-based stereotype threat 

● �Stereotype content model 

● �Negative self-concepts 

● �Unwillingness to utilize public assistance

● Other issues: trust? lack of information? 





Hall, Zhao & Shafir, 2014



Channel Factors





Plus many more….



Technical 
supplement to 2014 
BIAS report.

http://www.acf.hhs.
gov/sites/default/file
s/opre/bias_2014_r
eport_technical_su
pplement.pdf



Behavioral Science and Federal Government

Brigitte C. Madrian and Dennis F. Shea, “The Power of Suggestion: Inertia in 401(k) Participation and Savings Behavior,” Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 116 (2001): 1149–1187.
Pension Protection Act of 2006, Public Law 109-280, U.S. Statutes at Large 120 (2006): 780–1172. 
Shlomo Benartzi and Richard H. Thaler, “Behavioral Economics and the Retirement Savings Crisis,” Science 339 (2013): 1152–1153. 

Research is published showing that 
switching from opt-in to an opt-out 
enrollment in retirement savings 
plans dramatically increases 
participation rates

2001

Congress passes, and President Bush 
signs, the Pension Protection Act 
which codifies the practice of 
automatically enrolling workers into 
retirement savings plans

2006

Estimates suggest that automatic 
enrollment and automatic escalation 

have led to billions of dollars in 
additional savings by Americans 



Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST)

What is it?

The Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST) is a cross-agency group of 
experts in applied behavioral science.

Who is it?

SBST is chaired by the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and 
includes representation from a dozen member agencies across the Federal 
Government, as well as offices within the Executive Office of the President. 

What does it do?

SBST translates findings and methods from the social and behavioral sciences 
into improvements in Federal policies and programs for the benefit of the 
American people. 



Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST)



Lessons learned from applied behavioral science

Generate an actionable question

Consider behavioral assumptions

Identify intention/action gaps



Lessons learned from applied behavioral science

Generating a research question/behavior of interest

DEFINE the problem

DIAGNOSE the behavioral issues

DESIGN the intervention

TEST the impact

The diagnosis can be an iterative process that helps to refine the question and 
leads to a more effective set of behavioral principles to engage.

Focus on specific, measurable behaviors! 
→ often an iterative process



Lessons learned from applied behavioral science

Consider behavioral assumptions
→ especially when considering low-take up of 
policies and programs

● Examples:
○ Anticipation of tax refunds
○ Housing choice
○ Food choice
○ Child care decision making

also see (Hall, Galvez & Sederbaum, 2014)



Anticipation of tax refunds



Hall & Romich, in press.



Housing choice



Housing choice

● Half want to stay in familiar neighborhoods
(Galvez, 2011; DeLuca & Rosenblatt, 2010)

● Not always seeking out “better” neighborhoods
(Hall, Galvez & Kleit, in preparation)

● Small obstacles have large costs



Food choice



Food choice

● Targeted subsidy on fresh produce
(Hermann et al., 2008)

● Comparison of subsidy types

● Greater consumption of produce after subsidy ends



Child care decision making

● �Conceptual frameworks (Chaudry, Henly, Meyers, 2010)

○ Consumer choice (rational) => outcomes

○ Heuristics and biases/social network => processes

● �Accommodation model combines these 
(Meyers & Jordan 2006)

● Go beyond rational choice

○ Descriptive models of behavior (not normative)

○ Multiple lenses can research on decision making



Lessons learned from applied behavioral science

Identify intention/action gaps





The inconsistency of humans

● Chronic divergence between intentions and behaviors

○ Influence of social context

○ Current vs. Future self

● Inconsistency ≠ Unpredictability! 



In summary...

● �Understand the context and process

● Identify program goals

● Map the process → Idenfiy roadblocks/bottlenecks

● Design intervention/evaluation 



Questions and Comments?


